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Predictors of Outcome in Bladder Cancer
John B. Eifler, MDa; Daniel A. Barocas, MD, MPHa; and Matthew J. Resnick, MD, MPHa,b

Abstract
Tumor stage and grade have largely been responsible for directing
treatment algorithms in bladder cancer. However, the considerable
heterogeneity of tumor biology in bladder cancer is incompletely
characterized by stage and grade alone, and recent efforts to improve predictive models in bladder cancer may significantly improve accuracy and calibration. This article addresses how current
nomograms and risk tables may be best used to individualize bladder cancer management. (J Natl Compr Canc Netw 2014;12:1549–
1554)

A diagnosis of bladder cancer encompasses a wide vari-

ety of clinical entities, characterized by a range of genotypes and phenotypes, each with a unique susceptibility
to various treatment modalities, rate of disease progression, and prognosis. The development of management
strategies that appropriately treat the heterogeneity of
clinical entities remains challenging. Ideally, clinicians
would offer individualized treatment using risk stratification instruments based on readily available clinical
information.
Accepted clinical guidelines, including the NCCN
Clinical Practice Guidelines in Oncology (NCCN
Guidelines), have traditionally used clinical stage and
grade in the development of algorithms, based on the
AJCC TNM staging classification1 because of the wide
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availability and acceptance of these prognostic tools. Of
course, stage and grade alone cannot capture the full
heterogeneity of bladder cancer, and in multivariable
models, several additional variables have offered incremental predictive discrimination. Risk stratification
instruments, such as risk tables and nomograms, can incorporate these important clinical variables and weigh
their relative importance based on the results of multivariable statistical models. Risk tables and nomograms
use hazard ratios from multivariable analyses to devise a
simple scoring system that predicts prognosis. However,
nomograms can use both continuous variables (eg, age)
and categorical variables (eg, presence of carcinoma in
situ [CIS], T stage), whereas risk tables require categorical variables. Although incorporating multiple variables
improves accuracy, including excessive numbers of predictors may render the nomogram unwieldy for clinical
use, and thus, successful instruments achieve balance
between simplicity and predictive value.
In patients with bladder cancer, risk stratification
instruments allow rational decision-making in the absence of high-level evidence. These instruments may
be of value in predicting which patients are likely to
benefit from aggressive therapy, which therapy should
be initiated, and when. This article discusses the current status of predictive models in bladder cancer and
their potential to improve patient care.

Predicting Recurrence and Progression of
Non–Muscle-Invasive Bladder Cancer
Although non–muscle-invasive bladder cancer (NMIBC)
represents a heterogenous cluster of phenotypes, in general it is characterized by high recurrence rates and infrequent, although potentially devastating, progression to
muscle-invasive bladder cancer (MIBC).2 Traditionally,
patients with NMIBC undergo endoscopic tumor resec-
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tion followed by frequent cystoscopic evaluation to
screen for recurrence. Not surprisingly, surveillance of
NMIBC adds considerable expense to the management
of bladder cancer. Svatek et al3 identified improvements
in surveillance strategies for bladder cancer as one of
the most important ways to decrease unnecessary procedures and reduce overall health care costs.
To optimize bladder cancer surveillance, risk
stratification tools based on post hoc analyses of randomized clinical trials have been developed. The
EORTC risk tables use tumor size, stage, grade, multifocality, previous recurrences, and presence of CIS
to model risk of recurrence and progression.4 The
training cohort comprised 2596 patients from phase
III EORTC studies evaluating the effectiveness of
prophylactic intravesical therapy after transurethral
resection (TUR) for patients with NMIBC. Of note,
few patients in the training cohort underwent bacillus Calmette-Guérin (BCG) therapy, and patients
with CIS alone were excluded. The European Association of Urology guideline panel has operationalized these EORTC risk tables by defining risk strata
for recurrence and progression for patients with
NMIBC5 (Table 1) to facilitate treatment and surveillance recommendations, such as which patients
merit early cystectomy and how often they should be
monitored with surveillance.4
In the post-BCG setting, Fernandez-Gomez et
6
al evaluated participants in the 4 Spanish Urologi-

cal Club for Oncological Treatment (CUETO) randomized trials to identify risk factors for recurrence
and progression. Similar to the EORTC risk tables,
the authors developed separate scoring systems for
recurrence and progression. Factors associated with
recurrence after BCG included female sex, history of
recurrence, multiplicity, and presence of CIS, with a
recurrence rate ranging from 20.98% to 67.61% at
5 years, depending on these factors. Progression was
associated with age, history of recurrence, high-grade
disease, T1 stage rather than Ta, and recurrence at
first cystoscopy after BCG treatment. Risk of progression was 3.76% for the lowest-risk patients and
as high as 33.57% at 5 years for the highest-risk. Notably, most patients included in the CUETO development cohort received maintenance BCG, and the
resulting risk tables may not be accurate for patients
who undergo an induction course of BCG alone.
In the EORTC and CUETO risk tables, the
training cohorts differed with regard to patient characteristics and treatment patterns. Few patients included in the EORTC training cohort received BCG,
whereas 62.4% of patients in the CUETO risk tables
received at least 10 doses of BCG. Because BCG is
known to reduce the risk of disease recurrence (and
may delay disease progression), it is not surprising
that the predicted rates of recurrence and progression are lower in the CUETO tables. Furthermore,
external validation in routine practice settings has

Table 1 P
 redicted Probability of Recurrence and Progression at 1 and 5 Years Based on the EORTC
Risk Tables
Recurrence Score

Probability of Recurrence at 1 y
(95% CI)

Probability of Recurrence at 5 y
(95% CI)

Recurrence Risk Groupa

0

15% (10–19)

31% (24–37)

Low risk

1–4

24% (21–26)

46% (42–49)

Intermediate risk

5–9

38% (35–41)

62% (58–65)

Intermediate risk

10–17

61% (55–67)

78% (73–84)

High risk

Progression Score

Probability of Progression at 1 y
(95%CI)

Probability of Progression at 5 y
(95% CI)

Progression Risk Group

0

0.2% (0–0.7)

0.8% (0–1.7)

Low risk

2–6

1.0% (0.4–1.6)

6.0% (5.0–8.0)

Intermediate risk

7–13

5.0% (4.0–7.0)

17.0% (14.0–20.0)

High risk

14–23

17.0% (10.0–24.0)

45.0% (35.0–55.0)

High risk

Electronic calculator is available at http://www.eortc.be/tools/bladdercalculator/.
a
Low-, intermediate-, and high-risk groups were defined based on recurrence score and used in the European Association of Urology guidelines on
non–muscle-invasive urothelial carcinoma of the bladder.
Reproduced from Babjuk M, Oosterlinck W, Sylvester R, et al. EAU guidelines on non-muscle-invasive urothelial carcinoma of the bladder, the 2011
update. Eur Urol 2011;59:997–1008; with permission.
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demonstrated mediocre performance,7–10 with both
instruments overestimating the risk of recurrence
and progression, particularly in high-risk patients.8
In a validation study of the EORTC and CUETO
risk tables in 4689 patients, Xylinas et al8 showed
that the discriminations for disease recurrence and
progression were 0.597 and 0.662, respectively, for
the EORTC risk tables, and 0.523 and 0.616, respectively, for the CUETO tables. Notably, only 11% of
patients underwent BCG treatment, although accuracy and calibration of the CUETO tables were
suboptimal even when stratifying for these patients
(concordance index, 0.597 and 0.645 for recurrence
and progression, respectively). The low accuracy
found in external validation likely extends from tumor biology that is incompletely characterized by the
risk tables and differences in treatment and surveillance patterns even between centers of excellence.
The EORTC and CUETO risk tables allow
identification of patients with NMIBC at high risk
for recurrence and progression to facilitate selection
of those who would benefit from early cystectomy.
In addition, surveillance cystoscopy schedules may
be individualized based on the EORTC or CUETO
risk score.

Muscle-Invasive Bladder Cancer
Patient Selection for Neoadjuvant Chemotherapy

A landmark randomized controlled trial published
in 2003 (SWOG-8710) demonstrated that patients
treated with 3 cycles of methotrexate, vinblastine,
doxorubicin, and cisplatin before radical cystectomy
(RC) experienced a survival advantage over patients
randomized to RC alone (77 vs 46 months).11 However, use of neoadjuvant chemotherapy (NAC) remains low, and selecting the subset of patients most
likely to benefit from NAC has proven difficult.
Patients with organ-confined MIBC have experienced excellent oncologic outcomes absent the use
of NAC (5-year disease-specific survival of ≈80%).12
Thus, the greatest benefit of NAC likely occurs in
patients with pT3 or greater disease who experience
downstaging after chemotherapy. Owing to limitations in clinical and radiographic staging, many patients considered T2 or less before cystectomy will be
upstaged (up to 73% according to some authors).13
Furthermore, considerable toxicity is associated with
cisplatin-based chemotherapy,11 with grade 3 and 4

toxicity seen in 35% and 37% of patients, respectively. To preserve the benefits of NAC while minimizing unnecessary toxicity, risk-stratification tools
have been developed to predict advanced pathologic
stage at cystectomy using preoperative variables.
Green et al14 developed a nomogram to predict
risk of non–organ-confined disease at RC, thereby
defining a subset of patients who may benefit most
from NAC. The authors studied 201 patients from
a single institution with clinically organ-confined
disease who had not received NAC. Factors associated with upstaging to either pT3 or greater or N+
disease at the time of cystectomy in a multivariable
model included stage at TUR of a bladder tumor
(TURBT), presence of lymphovascular invasion in
the TURBT specimen, and suggestion of non–organconfined disease on preoperative imaging. The resulting nomogram was highly accurate in predicting
non–organ-confined disease (area under the curve,
0.828), although external validation is necessary to
determine its accuracy in other populations.14 The
authors included a decision curve analysis to assist
clinicians in determining whether to administer
NAC; for instance, if clinicians would only like to
treat patients with a 30% or greater likelihood of
non–organ-confined disease, the Green nomogram
would allow these patients to be selected based on
preoperative characteristics.
Other groups have also developed predictive
models to determine the likelihood of response to
NAC. For example, at The University of Texas MD
Anderson Cancer Center, low- and high-risk bladder cancer groups have been defined based on prior
studies of adjuvant chemotherapy,15 and the criteria now include results of axial imaging, examination under anesthesia, and TUR. Specifically, MD
Anderson defines high-risk disease as the presence
of a palpable mass or local invasion (≥cT3b) on examination, presence of hydroureteronephrosis on
imaging, or histologic evidence of lymphovascular
invasion, micropapillary, and/or neuroendocrine features at TURBT.15 Absent any of these features, the
patient is considered low risk. Culp et al16 assessed
oncologic outcomes in a cohort of 297 patients
who underwent RC without NAC at MD Anderson. The authors hypothesized that patients in the
low-risk group could be spared the toxicity of NAC
without compromising oncologic outcomes. Patients
with low-risk disease before surgery had a 5-year
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disease-specific survival rate of 82.7% compared
with 68.2% for patients with any high-risk feature.
Notably, 49.2% of patients considered low risk were
upstaged to high risk at RC, including 29.6% with
nodal disease. The only identifiable factor predictive
of upstaging to high-risk disease was preoperative
anemia. The authors acknowledge that a concern in
implementing this paradigm into clinical practice is
that the patients with low-risk preoperative characteristics who were upstaged would miss their chance
for NAC. However, the authors point out that these
patients are candidates for adjuvant chemotherapy
and maintain a high 5-year disease-specific survival
rate (>80%).15
The NCCN Guidelines for Bladder Cancer currently recommend that NAC be considered in all patients with MIBC (to view the most recent version
of these guidelines, visit NCCN.org).17 Nomograms
and risk tables may identify patients most likely to
benefit from chemotherapy, while sparing those who
are unlikely to benefit from experiencing the morbidity associated with chemotherapy.
Predicting Risk of Recurrence After RC

The International Bladder Cancer Nomogram Consortium (IBCNC) sought to develop a prognostic
tool that was globally generalizable based on patients
treated with RC at centers of excellence worldwide.18
The resulting nomogram, based on data from 9064
patients, was designed to predict 5-year progressionfree probability after RC alone and was applicable to
any bladder cancer histology. The variables chosen
for the nomograms (sex, age, pathologic stage, histologic type, lymph node status, time from diagnosis
to RC, and histologic grade) were selected a priori
based on previous series and available data; they
were not confirmed to have prognostic significance
in multivariable analysis of the nomogram patient
cohort. On internal validation of the nomogram using bootstrapping, the concordance index was calculated to be 0.75, which means that given any 2 patients, the probability was that the nomogram would
correctly predict the patient with the first recurrence
in 75% of instances. This discriminatory power is
significantly superior to the AJCC TNM staging
system (concordance index, 0.68) and the standard
pathologic stage subgroupings (concordance index,
0.62).18
Strengths of the IBCNC calculator include the
global patient population (23.6% of patients were

from Mansoura University in Egypt) and the inclusion of various MIBC histologic types. However, as a
consequence of this heterogeneity, the patient cohort
came from a variety of treatment paradigms with no
central pathology review. Furthermore, the data collection differed between institutions. Hence, the nomogram design was limited to variables available at
all centers (eg, lymphovascular invasion, presence of
CIS, and radiographic findings were not available).
Also, because of limitations in data collection, nodal
status could only be recorded as positive or negative,
without regard to the number of positive nodes or
the number of nodes removed.19
The Bladder Cancer Research Consortium
(BCRC) has developed nomograms for disease recurrence20 and disease-specific and overall survivals21
using a large multi-institutional cohort of patients
treated with RC in the United States. In addition to
the clinical variables included in the IBCNC nomogram, the BCRC nomogram for recurrence includes
the presence of lymphovascular invasion, CIS found
in the pathology specimen, and use of chemotherapy
or radiation therapy, yielding an excellent predictive
accuracy (0.780) on internal validation. Notably,
unlike the IBCNC nomogram, patients with nonurothelial carcinoma were excluded. Despite these
differences, the BCRC and IBCNC nomograms
have both performed well in external validation cohorts.22–24 In a study from 2 European institutions, the
predictive accuracy for the BCRC and IBCNC nomograms was found to be 0.84 and 0.86, respectively.22 In an external validation study from the United
States, the BCRC calculator showed slightly better
calibration than the IBCNC calculator (concordance index, 0.77 vs 0.70).23 The addition of clinical
parameters, such as functional status, comorbidities,
and smoking history, have been reported to improve
the accuracy of nomograms predicting diseasespecific survival further,25 although head-to-head external validation studies are required to determine if
the increased complexity improves accuracy over the
BCRC and IBCNC nomograms.
Whether post-RC nomograms will gain widespread acceptance remains unclear. In addition to
improved patient counseling and clinical trial design,
post-RC nomograms may improve patient selection
for adjuvant chemotherapy.26,27 The current NCCN
Guidelines for Bladder Cancer recommend consideration of adjuvant chemotherapy based on pathologic
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stage (pT3, pT4, or N+ disease),17 and recent metaanalyses suggest a particular benefit among patients
with N+ disease.28 However, the meta-analyses to
date have relied on few patients, limiting the statistical power to detect small differences in subgroup
analyses. Thus, whether post-RC nomograms are
able to better align patients with treatment strategies more accurately than TNM staging should be
validated in future studies.
The BCRC nomogram, IBCNC nomograms,
and SPARC (Survival Prediction After Radical Cystectomy) score aim to individualize the risk of recurrence after RC. Potential benefits include improved
patient counseling and improved selection of candidates for adjuvant chemotherapy, although further
study is needed to demonstrate improvement over
TNM staging.
Success of Bladder-Sparing Techniques

Candidates for bladder-sparing techniques traditionally have been patients with small tumors (<5 cm),
cT2 disease, absence of extensive CIS, absence of
hydronephrosis, and no evidence of pelvic lymphadenopathy, and those who undergo a complete
TURBT.17,29 These recommendations are derived
from unadjusted models, wherein absence of any one
of these clinical factors was associated with failure of
multimodality therapy. Coen et al30 sought to develop
more sophisticated instruments to determine whether
additional patients who do not meet traditional
inclusion criteria should be considered for bladdersparing treatment. The authors fit nomograms to
predict complete response, disease-specific survival,
and bladder-intact disease-free survival based on 325
patients who underwent bladder-sparing treatment
at a single institution. The investigators included
clinical T stage, grade, presence of hydronephrosis,
age, TURBT completeness, and sex in the model.
The authors found that extent of TURBT was predictive of complete response but not disease-specific
survival. Preoperative hydronephrosis, on the other
hand, was predictive of both lower disease-specific
survival and incomplete response. Pending external
validation, it is possible that the nomogram may be
used to identify ideal patients for trimodality therapy.
Predicting Morbidity and Mortality After RC

Given the considerable morbidity and mortality associated with RC,31,32 patients with MIBC considering treatment options must carefully balance the

risks of surgery against the potential oncologic benefit. Nearly 75% of patients with bladder cancer are
older than 65 years,33 and an alarmingly high proportion have significant medical comorbidities. Individualizing the risk of morbidity or mortality after RC
remains challenging, although several authors have
attempted to improve tools for predicting mortality
risk after RC. Morgan et al34 developed a nomogram
to predict 90-day mortality in patients older than
75 years using preoperative variables. The authors
found age, Charlson comorbidity index, clinical T2
or greater disease, and preoperative albumin to be
significantly associated with 90-day mortality in a
multivariable model. A nomogram using these variables obtained a predictive accuracy of 75%, with a
concordance index of 71% on internal validation. A
similar nomogram developed in a European population predicts 90-day mortality risk in patients of all
ages who undergo RC, with an internal predictive
accuracy of 78.8%.35 The factors used in the nomogram are age, presence of metastatic disease, hospital
cystectomy volume, and American Society of Anesthesiologists score. Although both preoperative nomograms showed promising accuracy in the development cohort, neither has been externally validated.
Importantly, they do point out the need to consider
factors such as age, comorbidity, nutritional status,
and hospital experience in assessing the risk/benefit
ratio of RC. Considering the significant risk of morbidity and mortality after RC, these tools may enable individualized treatment decision-making in an
attempt to optimize the risk/benefit ratio in bladder
cancer treatment.

Conclusions
Bladder cancer remains a heterogeneous disease with
heterogeneous outcomes. Although stage and grade
offer considerable predictive discrimination, the addition of other clinicopathologic parameters clearly
may improve the ability to individualize bladder
cancer management. Through weighing the relative
importance of multiple tumor- and patient-specific
variables, bladder cancer risk tables and nomograms
provide individualized risk assessment that can be
used to predict patient-specific outcomes. In particular, nomograms for NMIBC allow the identification
of patients at high risk of disease progression who are
ideal candidates for early cystectomy. Nomograms
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for MIBC better select the patients who will benefit
from NAC or adjuvant chemotherapy, determine
which patients can safely tolerate RC, and identify
which patients should be referred for bladder-sparing
approaches. Future efforts are needed to develop predictive models to guide other important decisions for
patients with bladder cancer, such as those to predict
quality of life, functional recovery after treatment,
and risk of readmission. In aggregate, these predictive models will facilitate truly rational decisionmaking for patients with bladder cancer.
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